
Good morning everyone! Did you sleep well? We hope so, because we have some full days and short nights 
ahead of us. Yesterday, we opened the festival with a wonderful first night. Read the latest CaDansa buzz in 
this CaDaily. 

main Stage 
12.30 Doors open 

18.00 Naragonia Quartet 

20.15 Floating Sofa Quartet 

22.30 Faburden 

00.15 Blind Date Game 

01:00 Les Balchimistes 

03:00 End 

Open Stage 
18.15-19.30 Silent Disco DJ Oncle vs  
  DJ Liten Ulven 
20.00-20.45 Tore Rudberg - Swedish tunes   
20.45-21.45 Boeuf  / Jam session, bring your  
  instrument :) Consigne is open  
22.00-23.00 Wim te Groen 
23.30-00.15 Fibonanschi - Eternal Mazurka 
00.15-02.00 Silent Disco: [open] vs [open] 

We are still looking for Silent Disco DJ’s. You 
can bring your laptop or MP3 player, plug in 
and let those people tune in to your channel! 
Sign up with one of the volunteers at the 
open stage or by e-mailing to info@cadansa.nl. 

Sleep news 
•The CaDansa Sleep-In got 

decorated  during the night… with bee 
routes and acorn bees.  

•  Some people found ‘Pepernoten’ (small 
Dutch cookies) in their shoes in the Sleep-
In. This usually means that “Pete and 
Sinterklaas” came by and our visitors were 
“good kids” :) 

• The guests in the hotel were given some 
rules to comply with. There’s a story 
behind every rule, even the ‘don’t swim 
naked in the pool’ rule… 

• No updates from the farm yet; how was 
sleeping in the hay? 

   Rumours 
• Someone noticed that 

all the musicians of 
’nDiaz were wearing 
boxers in crazy colours 
and prints! 

• Dirk-Jan made a nice 
video of the first 
night. Watch it by 
scanning the QR code. You don’t 
need a special app anymore! 

Please don’t  
swim naked in  
the hotel pool

Decoration 
Did you take time to have a look at all the 
beautiful decoration? Special thanks to the 
deco team that made all of this by hand! They 
started months ahead! 
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